ATTACK ON CHRISTIANITY DVD WORKSHEET

1) Proverbs 30:5-6 says ___________________ Word of God is ___________________; he is a shield to those who take refuge in Him. Do not __________to His words, or He will rebuke you and prove you a _________.

2) How do we add to God’s Word today?

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

3) What percent of the dating methods contradict an old earth?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

4) How do plants and the sun show each day of creation not to be long periods of time?

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

5) Where is the “Gap” of time in Genesis 1:1? Explain why this doesn’t work.

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

6) Where do we get a month from? Where do we get a week from?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

7) How can we tell when the word “day” or “yom” is supposed to be 24 hours?

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
8) Can you be a Christian and believe in millions of years? ____________Why or why not?

9) What mistake does Dr. James Boyce make in his Biblical understanding?

10) Davis Young says ___________ must be allowed to interpret Scripture. What is wrong with this?

11) What is the inconsistency of the hermeneutics of so many in the church when it comes to Genesis verse the New Testament?

12) Describe the difference between Eisegesis and Exegesis.

13) Sum up Martin Luther’s quote in your own words.

14) Explain why millions of years destroys the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
15) What was it that brought Jeffrey Dahmer to understand Jesus and the Bible to be true?

16) What caused Charles Templeton to leave the faith?

17) Lawrence Krauss says teaching creation is ______________

18) Laws are good ______________ teachers.

19) What is wrong with Lawrence Krauss’s statement about the origin of stars etc?

20) What are the two main goals of the Center for Science Education?

21) Describe the problems with what Bill Nye says:

22) Dr Giberson of Nazarene University, Peter Enns and Professor Tremper Longman all deny what?
23) Pat Robertson says to believe in a young earth you must be deaf,    
and , yet he doesn’t use Scripture to support his belief.

24) John Piper says whatever says it is, it is.

25) Andy Stanley says, “The foundation of our faith is the Bible.” And  
“when religion and science conflict it is at the end of the day if you are an honest  
person, must win.” and the Sunday school God cannot be reconciled with .” He would also take the spotlight off of  
and on the .

26) “If you believe not and the , will you believe Jesus rose from the dead.”

27) Without Adam and Eve there is no .

28) Since 1969 churches have closed their doors.

29) Why is it that those who went to Sunday school are more liberal in their thought typically?

30) From 2007 to 2012 the protestant population has declined by %.

31) What can the church do to help combat this problem?
ATTACK ON CHRISTIANITY DVD WORKSHEET
ANSWER KEY

1) Every, flawless, add, liar.
2) Allow science to interpret the Bible.
3) 90%
4) If plants were created on the third day of creation and the sun not until day 4 they would have millions of years without photosynthesis.
5) Between the period and the first letter of the next word. It isn’t in the Bible so we add to the Bible to fit our interpretations. How did Satan fall in a “very good” world.
6) Moon to go around earth. Bible and its authority.
7) Context and Hebrew Grammatical rules.
8) Yes, because faith in Jesus gets us to heaven, not perfect doctrine.
9) He uses science to interpret the Bible. It is deceitful and we should not follow it. This is why we follow the Word and it is a light to our path.
10) Science. That adds to the Bible plus science is always interpreted by a world view which is biased. Also, those interpretations contradict the Bible.
11) They allow science to interpret the Old Testament and reject miracles but reject science in the New Testament to allow for miracles they like.
12) Eisegesis reads into the Scripture your opinions. Exegesis just takes out what the Bible plainly says.
13) God is smarter than we are so we should trust him and not turn his word into what you want it to say. Scripture interprets scripture.
14) If there was death before Adam then Jesus’ death has no power. He didn’t need to come to earth to die because death wasn’t the curse of sin, therefore it isn’t the cure for it either. Jesus could have just pronounced forgiveness rather than dying a meaningless death. Therefore, in order for Jesus earthly life to mean anything, death has to have meaning, it must be the curse of man’s sin.
15) Truth of creation and Jesus as Creator who we are all responsible to. He understood accountability.
16) Evolution in college made him doubt the authority of Scripture.
17) Child abuse.
18) Moral teachers.
19) You need stars to form stars. He has never observed any of this, none of it is actually science but rather the theory of evolution. It is not verifiable.
20) Teach global warming or climate change and keep creation out of the classroom.
21) Again, none of it is scientific and, what is observed goes against what he says. Science brings people closer to God, it is evolution that draws them away. Most of all science has been founded by creationists.
22) Denying Adam and Eve to be real human beings.
23) Dumb and blind.
24) Science
26) Moses, Prophets. NEITHER
27) Original sin.
28) 1500
29) When unanswered questions are presented they think they would have gotten those answers in Sunday School if they had gone. Those who went to Sunday school think if the church had answers they would have given them to you and since they didn’t, they must not have the answers.
30) 53%
31) Start giving answers to these questions and let the Bible be the authority for not just theology but biology and geology as well.